Ask Stef

Love Moves Mountains
My fiancée and his adult daughter love each other but
trigger each other’s anger and defensiveness. They’ve
been walking on eggshells for years. After a recent
terse exchange, she cut off communication. He feels
abandoned, disrespected and certain she doesn’t care
about his feelings. The crazy thing is, she uses the
exact words to describe her experience of him! Help!
— Frustrated Fiancée
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Modeling a healthy relationship with yourself will
impact those around you.
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One of the most restorative actions to take in
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any relationship is to ask, “What do you really
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want?” Then, provide a safe, silent space for the
other person to answer authentically. Responses are
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usually some form of a desire to be valued. We ask
this question and offer what it is they want most:
respect, consideration and genuine interest in each others’ feelings. Pray
for the highest good to unfold, letting go of attachment to the outcome.
Sometimes releasing toxic relationships — where one or both cannot
forgive or do the personal work to restore trust and connection — is the
healthiest thing to do. No one can know what is best for another. Hold
yourself and the entire family in your heart with love. It can and does
move mountains! z
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